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Project Footprint (PF): The area of direct disturbance (i.e., the physical area required for Project
construction and operation); 

Local Study Area (LSA): The area where largely direct, and indirect effects of the Project are likely
to be measurable; and

Regional Study Area (RSA): The area where potential, largely indirect and cumulative effects of
the Project in the broader, regional context may occur.

What is the study area for the potential effects on the acoustic environment?

Study areas are used to define the geographic boundaries in which the Project may have environmental
effects. At this stage, there are three general study areas:
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What was the primary purpose of this work plan?
 To consider the effects of changes to noise levels from the Project on community well being and the

exercise of Indigenous rights.

Within 1.5 km of the boundary of the community of Webequie First Nation and
the airport; and
Within 600 m of the proposed roadway centerline.

Within 150 m of blasting activity

For noise, the RSA/LSA to be used in this assessment will be: 

For vibration, the RSA/LSA to be used in this assessment will be: 

What is the timeline for potential effects on the acoustic environment?
The Assessment process will consider both the short and long-term effects of noise

generated due to construction and operation of the road and future traffic.
 

The project will occur in two phases:
 

Construction phase; and
Operations phase.



On the proposed route and
one away from the community
at a distance from the
proposed route; and

A portable meteorological
station will be used during
measurements to characterize
weather conditions at the
locations.

How will this information
be gathered?

 
Measurements will be conducted
with the Outdoor Noise
Monitoring System.

 
These monitoring systems will be
placed at a minimum of two
locations:

 

 

 

Future noise levels will be determined through
noise modelling:

For Road Traffic:
o Anticipated number of vehicles that will use the WSR;
and
o Noise Emission Levels for these vehicle types,
travelling on a gravel roadway.

For Airport Traffic:
o Existing number of flights to and from the airport on a
“worst case” or “peak planning” day;
o Typical flight paths to and from the airport; and
o For future aircraft, the number of additional flights
and types of planes that are anticipated.

Identify and confirm the relevant applicable noise
assessment guidelines;
Work with Webequie First Nation and the socio‐
economic discipline for the Project, identify noise
sensitive areas (“NSAs”);
Establish background ambient sound levels at
representative NSAs, and key inputs for the future
noise assessment modelling;
Assess potential noise impacts from the
construction and operation of the WSR;
Assess potential noise impacts from expanded
operations of the Webequie Airport (WYP); and
Identify any exceedance of the applicable
guidelines, and investigate feasible noise
mitigation measures.

What work will need to be done to
complete this Assessment?

Reference: SNC-Lavalin. 2020. Webequie Supply Road- Acoustic Environment Study Plan.

What about noise potential in the future,What about noise potential in the future,
after the WSR has been built?after the WSR has been built?


